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Brass Components Electrical Industry

Electrical Industry Components
• Examples of brass components manufactures by process of pressure die and gravity die casting.
• We have a range of electrical components which we can supply to the industry, examples of which are shown on our catalogue.
• We also manufacture an extensive range of electrical components for specific customers who own their own tools and dies.
• We have the manufacturing capacity to cater for further products from existing or new customers in the electrical industry.



EP711

BRASS FLAG TERMINAL

 BRASS ESKOM BOTTOMFERRULE BRASS ESKOM FORK

Manufacture of Non-Ferrous Castings
Our foundry uses the pressure die casting and gravity die casting processes.

Machined cores are used for intricate inner shapes in some casting. We produce castings from 20 grams
to 5000 grams. Materials used are mainly commercial grades of brass and aluminium.

By employing the use of over 100 machines of various sizes, and the trained staff at our disposal,
we have over 30 years of expert experience at manufacturing non-ferrous castings. 
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BRASS FLAG TERMINAL

BRASS ESKOM FLANGENUT BRASS ESKOM HINGE



BRASS ESKOM TOP FERRULE BRASS ESKOM SOLID LINK

 BRASS A55 SHORT PALM CLIP BRASS A55 LONG PALM CLIP

BRASS C TYPE PALM CLIPBRASS B TYPE PALM CLIP



Brass pressure die and gravity die castings are manufactured and supplied to a variety of
industries including Automotive, Aericultural, General Engineering, catering and sanitary

amongst others.

The following components illustrated are samples of the type of work we manufacture.
Obviously, we cater also very much for specific enquiries regarding pricing and manufacture

of detailed drawings of samples.

Brass Castings Manufactured For Various Industries

BRASS ELEMENT CAP 1¼” BRASS ELEMENT CAP 2"

BRASS EARTH ROD CLAMP BRASS EARTH ROD COUPLER

BRASS CAP NUT BRASS CAP NUT



ALUMINIUM COMPONENT BRASS BACKNUT ½”


